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a b s t r a c t

This article presents a comparison between experiments and Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of a spark igni-

tion engine on two operating points: a stable one characterized by low cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV)

and an unstable one with high CCV. In order to match the experimental cycle sample, 75 full cycles (with

combustion) are computed by LES. LES results are compared with experiments by means of pressure sig-

nals in the intake and exhaust ducts, in-cylinder pressure, chemiluminescence and OH Planar Laser

Induced Fluorescence (PLIF). Results show that LES is able to: (1) reproduce the flame behavior in both

cases (low and high CCV) in terms of position, shape and timing; (2) distinguish a stable point from an

unstable one; (3) predict quantitatively the CCV levels of the two fired operating points. For the unstable

case, part of the observed CCV is due to incomplete combustion. The results are then used to analyze the

incomplete combustion phenomenon which occurs for some cycles of the unstable point and propose

modification of the spark location to control CCV.

1. Introduction

The quest for high performances and low emissions leads engi-

neers to trim the operating range of combustion devices near their

stability limit. In this context, being able to simulate these devices

to predict their stability before building them is of primary impor-

tance since experimental campaigns are often very costly. For

internal combustion (IC) engines with spark ignition, promising

concepts like stratified combustion, lean combustion, direct injec-

tion (DI), controlled auto-ignition (CAI) combustion or downsizing

have appeared. Downsizing relies on the fact that using an engine

at higher loads reduces the fuel consumption. This can be achieved

by reducing the engine size. However, for such engines, instabili-

ties like knock, rumble or cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV) need to

be controlled. High CCV levels can lead to high pollutants forma-

tion, serious drivability issues and, as a consequence, a limited

operating range [1].

Most CCV studies have been conducted experimentally [1–7].

Indeed, classical Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simula-

tions, widely used by engineers, only calculate the phase-averaged

mean cycle of an engine and cannot reproduce CCV by nature.

The capability of Large-EddySimulation (LES) to calculate theun-

steady flow field and the increase of computational power have

made LES a very attractive tool. Although studies dealing with LES

inpistonengine formotoredengines [8–14] arenumerous, fewreac-

tive LES of spark ignitionengineswhichaims at reproducingCCVcan

be found in the literature. TheworkbyThobois et al. [10] andRichard

et al. [15] has shown that LES is intrinsically able to reproduce

combustion CCV on mono-cylinder IC engines using classical LES

combustion modeling (Thickened Flame model (TFLES) [16] and

Coherent Flame Model (CFM-LES) [17,18], respectively). However,

the number of simulated cycles was too low (less than 5) in both

cases to conclude about the capacity of LES to predict CCV quantita-

tively and qualitatively. A step forwardwas achieved in a later study

byVermorel et al. [19] showing goodquantitative predictions of CCV

on the same engine with a statistical sample of nine cycles. In these

studies, for the sake of simplicity and to reduce computational costs,

only the engineanda small part of the intakeandexhaustductswere

considered in the simulations.

All studies dealing with LES and CCV in the literature had the

same drawbacks:

� Too few cycles were computed to get meaningful statistical

results. Indeed, a general estimation is that 25 cycles are needed

for the mean flow and 50 to ensure a good prediction of cyclic

fluctuations [1,20,12].
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� The experimental data available for validating the LES predic-

tions was limited. Typically, only the cylinder pressure curves

and their derivative (burnt mass fraction and rate of fuel con-

sumption for instance obtained by 0D combustion analysis)

were used to assess the numerical results.

Lacour et al. [21] presented an experimental database of a four-

valve single-cylinder spark-ignited piston engine to address these

issues. This experimental database was specifically designed for

validating LES and many operating points were acquired with or

without combustion, with low or high CCV levels. The geometry

of the test rig is simple, fully instrumented from the inlet plenum

to exhaust. Enaux et al. [22] performed 25 consecutive cycles of the

motored operating point where the computational domain in-

cluded the intake and exhaust plenums and ducts. They presented

extended validations in terms of trapped mass, in-cylinder pres-

sure evolution, acoustics in the ducts and velocity fields. Enaux

et al. [23] performed 25 consecutive LES cycles of the reference sta-

ble (i.e. low CCV) operating point with combustion of the same

database. They reported that LES was able to reproduce accurately

the range of variability in terms of maximum peak pressure. They

also attempted to analyze the sources of CCV and concluded that

the velocity field at ignition is crucial in the flame development

for this operating point.

Understanding precisely the sources of CCV with LES is not the

target of this work. A previous publication by the same authors

[23] on the stab_ref operating point has shown that large-scale

aerodynamic variations, which are well reproduced by LES [22],

are the main CCV sources for this engine. In addition, it is well

known that many phenomena can lead to CCV [1–5]. All these phe-

nomena are generally linked and interdependent and they also

strongly depend on the engine geometry and on the operating con-

ditions as well, which makes difficult to draw general conclusions.

This paper aims for a more pragmatic goal: demonstrating that LES

can be used to evaluate the stability (in terms of CCV) of a given

design and/or operating point. To do so, a stable and an unstable

operating point are simulated and compared with detailed experi-

mental results. Among the three unstable operating points (lean

combustion, dilution by N2 and misfiring) available in the experi-

mental database [21,24], the dilution by N2 was chosen for this

work. Indeed, dilution (by N2 or Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR))

is a classical process to reduce NO emission [3]. However, with a

highly diluted mixture, high CCV may occur and a compromise be-

tween reducing NO emissions and keeping CCV at an acceptable le-

vel must be found.

This paper presents LES of the stable reference and unstable (di-

luted by N2) cases, called stab_ref and unst_dil, respectively, in the

remainder of the paper. First, the experimental bench and its char-

acteristics are recalled (Section 2). Second, the numerical setup of

the LES is presented (Section 3). Third, the LES results for the stab_-

ref and unst_dil operating point are compared with the experimen-

tal findings in terms of phase-averaged and variation of in-cylinder

pressure and CCV levels (Section 4). LES results are then compared

with chemiluminescence and OH Planar Laser Induced Fluores-

cence (PLIF) diagnostics. Finally, Section 5 presents a discussion

on incomplete combustion phenomena occurring for some cycles

of the unstable point and how LES can be used to solve this issue.

2. Experimental setup

The SGEmac experiment [21,24] was designed for LES valida-

tion: (1) the geometry is simple which eases the definition of the

boundary conditions for LES; (2) the experimental operating points

are acquired using a premixed gaseous fuel to limit the number of

physical models and the modeling difficulties; (3) the operating

points acquired experimentally include stable and unstable points

to assess the ability of LES to predict CCV levels; (4) the experimen-

tal diagnostics are numerous to compare the in-cylinder dynamics,

the acoustic behavior in the ducts and the flame propagation with

LES. The single-cylinder is a four-valve, pent-roof, spark ignition

engine with a flat piston. The whole setup is displayed in Fig. 1a

and the main parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The matrix of operating points which includes fired and

nonfired points is detailed in [21]. For all fired points, the test

bench is fueled with gaseous propane. Air and propane flow rates

are controlled by sonic nozzles. Air is introduced in a first plenum

and propane is added in a second, mixing plenum. At the engine

exhaust, gases flow through a third plenum. Since the engine is

operated in a fully premixed mode, a flame-arrestor is added for

safety reasons before each plenum (Fig. 1a).

Figure 1b and c show the location of the pressure transducers

(which have a one CAD resolution) along the intake (1, 2 and 3)

and exhaust ducts (4). Chemiluminescence and OH PLIF measure-

ments are performed through optical windows. The LIF plane is

located 8 mm below the spark plug and each image is recorded

through the transparent pent-roof. Due to the pent-roof dimension,

the whole combustion chamber cannot be visualized. Thus, a small

part on both sides of each PLIF image does not contain any

experimental data.

Among the various operating points, two were retained for this

study: a stable one (stab_ref) and an unstable one (unst_dil)

(Table 2). To ensure proper statistics, 100 for stab_ref were mea-

sured and 200 cycles for unst_dil. The Indicated Mean Effective

Pressure (IMEP) remains similar for the two points.

The intake pressure measured in the plenum (Fig. 1b) is around

0.45 for stab_ref and 0.6 bar for unst_dil. The pressure signals at the

exhaust plenum are very similar for both operating points (around

1 atm).

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the phase-averaged mean cylin-

der pressure for the two fired operating points and also for the mo-

tored operating point simulated in [22]. For stab_ref, a difference in

the pressure signal between the motored and fired conditions is

noticeable only around 15 CAD after ignition (which occurs at

ÿ20 CA). Afterward, the flame propagates in the combustion cham-

ber and the pressure rise due to combustion reaches around 20

bars for stab_ref. The unst_dil point, which is fired early (ÿ50 CA)

in the compression, presents a peak pressure lower than stab_ref

despite a higher trapped mass. This is an early indicator of the

lower combustion speed experienced by unst_dil.

3. Numerical setup

LES simulations are conducted with the parallel AVBP code

[25,26] which solves the compressible multi-species Navier–

Stokes equations on hybrid grids with cell-vertex and finite-

volume formulation. Second-order spatial and temporal accuracy

is achieved in the current study by the use of the centered

Lax–Wendroff scheme [27].

The numerical setup has been described in detail in a previous

work [22] and is only briefly recalled here. It has shown its capabil-

ity in reproducing accurately the in-cylinder dynamic and its

variability. This study [22] was dealing with the validation of the

experimental setup on a motored operating point so the emphasis

is set on this section on models which were not presented: the

ignition model and the combustion model. These models are the

same than the ones used in [23]. Only an additional chemical

scheme for the diluted operating point has been developed for

the present study.

Inlet and outlet boundary conditions in the plenum are handled

by the Navier–Stokes Characteristic Boundary Condition (NSCBC)



formalism [28,29]. An isothermal law of the wall formulation is

used for all walls [30]. The formulation of Cook and Cabot [31] is

used to deal with shocks occurring at valves opening. Subgrid

stresses are described by the Smagorinsky model [32]. The flame-

arrestors play a role on acoustics and their effects are modeled

using the model of Mendez and Eldredge [33]. Moving boundaries

are handled via an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method

combined with a Conditioned Temporal Interpolation (CTI) tech-

nique [13]. For each cycle, 43 grids (tetrahedral elements) are used

to describe the intake, compression, expansion and exhaust

strokes. The grid sizes range from 2.2 millions cells, at TDC, to

9.5 millions at intake and exhaust valve closures. The mesh resolu-

tion which is around Dx = 0.8 mm in the cylinder (which ensures

that at least 90% of the kinetic energy is resolved on the LES grid

during most part of he cycle) is increased to reach Dx = 0.2 mm

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental bench and locations of the LES boundaries. (b) Location of the experimental measurements: (1, 2, 3, 4) pressure transducers; (c) OH PLIF

measurement in an horizontal section of the combustion chamber. The dashed lines in the LIF window represent the limit of the experimental visualization window.

Table 1

Characteristics of the SGEmac engine bench. Crank Angle Degrees (CAD) are relative

to compression Top-Dead-Center (TDC).

Unity Values

Geometrical compression ratio (–) 9.9

Engine speed (rpm) 1200

Bore (mm) 82

Stroke (mm) 83.5

Connecting rod length (mm) 144

Intake Valve Opening (IVO) (CAD) 350

Intake Valve Closing (IVC) (CAD) ÿ120

Exhaust Valve Opening (EVO) (CAD) 120

Exhaust Valve Closing (EVC) (CAD) ÿ350

Table 2

Experimental characteristics of the two simulated fired operating points: stab_ref and

unst_dil.

Unity stab_ref unst_dil

Fuel (–) C3H8

Equivalence ratio (–) 1

Number of cycles (–) 100 200

Dilution by N2 (% vol.) 0 32

Trapped mass (mg) 180 250

Ignition timing (CAD) ÿ20 ÿ50

Mean IMEP (bars) 2.97 3.19

COV (IMEP) (%) 0.76 7.2

Mean Pmax (bars) 19.7 16.9

COV (Pmax) (%) 4.7 12.4

Fig. 2. Evolution of the cylinder pressure of the mean experimental cycle for the

two fired operating points. The corresponding motored mean experimental cycle

extracted from [22] is superposed for comparison.



around the position of the spark plug during ignition. The mesh is

refined near the spark location to get 10 points within the ignition

sphere. This avoids a steep source term which can be difficult to

handle numerically. To properly resolve the flow around the valves

during valve opening and closing, the mesh is refined around the

valves seat with a resolution of Dx = 0.04 mm.

Flame/turbulence interaction is modeled by the dynamic TFLES

model [16] combined with the efficiency function of Colin et al.

[16]. The TFLES model is well suited for the perfectly premixed

flames encountered in the present study. Furthermore, this com-

bustion model has been successfully used in piston engine [10]

as well as gas turbines [34–37] applications. The constant of the

efficiency function has been set to 2.0 in the present study. For

all the cycles of both operating points, this constant has been kept

the same. At the high pressures encountered during the combus-

tion phases, the flame thickness become very small (typically

58 lm at 5.4 bars) for stab_ref and the thickening factor can reach

values close to 50. For unst_dil, flames are slower and thicker and

the thickening factors are smaller than 8. Ignition is modeled by

the Energy Deposition (ED) model [38,39] which consists in an

addition of a source term (gaussian in space and time) in the en-

ergy equation. In the experiment, neither the energy transferred

to the gas nor the ignition duration is known. The distance be-

tween the electrodes in 1.2 mm. To mimic the ignition, the energy

duration is set to 100 ls in the simulation. This duration is repre-

sentative of the glow phase described by Maly and Vogel [40]. The

sphere of ignition in the simulation is bigger than the distance be-

tween the electrodes in the experiment due to previously men-

tioned resolution issues. The diameter used in the LES for the

ignition sphere is 2.5 mm. The total energy delivered to the gas is

20 mJ, which corresponds to 10% of the overall energy provided

by the electrical spark [40,41].

One chemical scheme has been created for each operating point.

The two propane/air chemical schemes take into account five spe-

cies and two reactions (Eqs. (1) and (2) and Table 3):

C3H8 þ 3:5O2 ! 3COþ 4H2O ð1Þ

COþ 0:5O2 
 CO2 ð2Þ

Both schemes were fitted to reproduce adiabatic flame temper-

ature and flame speeds for the corresponding regimes (C3H8 – BE2

for stab_ref and C3H8 – VG2 – DIL for unst_dil) during the whole

combustion phase.

Figure 3 compares the flame speed variations for an isentropic

compression of the fresh gases obtained with the reduced mecha-

nisms to references found in the literature [42,43]. The predicted

flame speeds present reasonable agreement with the references.

Considering the large error margin on flame speeds at high pres-

sures and temperatures even with detailed mechanisms such as

Jerzembeck et al. [43], the precision given by the two-step schemes

is sufficient.

4. LES results versus experiments

Based on previous works [44,20,12,19], the number of cycles

needed to reproduce the statistics obtained by experiments is typ-

ically 25 cycles for mean values and 50 for cycle-to-cycle fluctua-

tions. The work presented in [22] confirmed these values by

analyzing experimental data obtained for low CCV conditions. They

might not hold for unstable operating points which are more fluc-

tuating by definition. In the present work, 25 consecutive cycles

have been performed for stab_ref and 50 for unst_dil.

The turnover time for a cycle is about 31 CPU h on 400 proces-

sors of a SGI Altix ICE 8200 cluster, so that the total computational

time reaches 1,200,000 CPU h. For each operating point, the initial

solution of the first cycle is the solution obtained after the last cy-

cle computed for the motored case [22]. The resulting initialization

cycles (2 for stab_ref and unst_dil), for which the trapped mass dif-

fers from the experimental one, are not considered for statistics.

Table 4 shows the trapped mass and the Internal Gas Recircula-

tion (IGR) for each operating point. The trapped mass is very close

Table 3

Arrhenius parameters for the C3H8 – BE2 and the C3H8 – VG2 – DIL scheme. Ea is the activation energy and A the pre-exponential factor.

C3H8 – BE2 scheme C3H8 – VG2 – DIL scheme

C3H8 oxidation CO–CO2 equ. C3H8 oxidation CO–CO2 equ.

Ea (cal/mol) 3.4 � 104 1.2 � 104 3.4 � 104 1.2 � 104

A (cm3/mol s) 5.8232 � 1012 2.0 � 109 2.57 � 1012 2.0 � 109

Reaction nC3H8
0.8 nCO 1.00 nC3H8

0.8 nCO 1.00

Exponents (–) nO2 ;1 0.86 nO2 ;2 0.50 nO2 ;1 0.86 nO2 ;2 0.50

Fig. 3. Comparison between the laminar flame speed found in the literature and the ones predicted by the reduced chemical schemes used in this study: C3H8 – BE2 used for

stab_ref (left) and C3H8 – VG2 – DIL used for unst_dil (right).



to the experiments for both cases. The cyclic variation for both

variables is very low. The coefficient of variation (COV), which is

the standard deviation divided by the mean (Eq. (3)), achieved

experimentally for the trapped mass is 0.2% for stab_ref and 0.1%

for unst_dil.

COVðtrappedÞ ¼
rtrapped

trapped
� 100 ð3Þ

The IGR proportion is large for unst_dil since it represents about

40% of the overall mass trapped in the cylinder.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the phase-averaged mean pressure

at probes 1, 2 and 4 of Fig. 1b. The agreement between the

simulation and the experiments is excellent on all probes. This

shows that acoustics in intakes and exhaust ducts are correctly

captured. It is also consistent with the fact that the volumetric effi-

ciency (filling of the cylinder) is correctly controlled because intake

acoustics largely control this quantity. Note that additional tests

(not shown here) show that, if the flame-arrestors were not ac-

counted for, the amplitude of these signals would not be damped

and would not match experimental results [22].

The comparison between LES and experiments is organized as

follows:

� First, the description of the phase-averaged and cycle-by-cycle

in-cylinder pressure evolution is presented (Section 4.1).

� Second, the CCV are estimated by the use of the peak pressure,

IMEP and chosen CAX, where X represents a given fraction of

burnt fuel and CAX the crank angle value at which this fraction

is reached (Section 4.2).

� Then, flame kernel growth and propagation extracted from LES

are checked against chemiluminescence and OH PLIF measure-

ments (Section 4.3).

4.1. In-cylinder pressure

Fig. 5 presents the evolution of the phase-averaged in-cylinder

pressure for the two operating points. The phase-averaged mean

cycle is very well reproduced by LES. Combustion is faster for

stab_ref than for unst_dil. For the stab_ref case, a slight delay of

2–3 CA is visible on the LES curve compared with the experiment.

Table 4

Mean and coefficient of variation of the trapped mass and the IGR for stab_ref and

unst_dil.

stab_ref unst_dil

Mean

(mg)

COV

(%)

Mean

(mg)

COV

(%)

Experiments Trapped mass 180 0.2 250 0.1

LES Trapped mass 180.3 0.1 251 0.3

IGR 22.3 2.0 100.0 0.7

Fig. 4. Phase-averaged mean pressure at measurements noted 1, 2 (intake ducts) and 4 (exhaust duct), respectively, in Fig. 1b. LES: —; experiments: j.



Several hypothesis may be ventured to explain this delay: (1) a fail-

ure of the 2-step chemical mechanism to reproduce the response of

the flame to strain rate, especially in the first times after ignition

when the laminar kernel is strongly curved; (2) an insufficient

wrinkling of the resolved flame, this issue could be solved by a dy-

namic calculation of the wrinkling factor or by solving for a trans-

port equation for the wrinkling; (3) an underestimate of the SGS

turbulent velocity which leads to a too low value of the efficiency

function of the combustion model or (4) an ignition model which is

too far from the reality (where the sparking characteristic time is

very small), this issue can be solved by using a more complex igni-

tion model such as the ISSIM (Imposed Stretch Spark Ignition Mod-

el) model [45] which allows flame distortion by the flow during

ignition and estimates the deposited energy from the electrical

spark system.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the cylinder pressure for

experiments and LES for each operating point (only the first 100

experimental cycles are shown for unst_dil for the sake of clarity).

LES reproduces the overall behavior of each operating point. For

stab_ref (Fig. 6a and b), once the combustion has started, the flame

propagation is very fast resulting in steep pressure curves. After

peak pressure, the cyclic dispersion goes down quickly and all cy-

cles are almost superimposed during the expansion stroke. This is

expected since the trapped mass is almost constant cycle-by-cycle

and all the fuel is burnt for each cycle. The phase-averaged mean

pressure is around 19 bars and cyclic variations are low. For un-

st_dil (Fig. 6c and d), the pressure curves are more distributed,

combustion is slower and occurs later in the cycle. Even though

ignition takes place at ÿ50 CA, all cycles remain similar until

ÿ10 CA due to a very slow rate of heat release. For both experi-

ments and LES, some cycles hardly reach pressures higher than

the motored case presented in Fig. 2. For these cycles, incomplete

combustion takes place with a residual fuel mass up to 6% of the

trapped one, explaining the variability observed during the expan-

sion stroke.

The Matekunas diagram [4] is another way to characterize cyc-

lic variations using in-cylinder pressure data. The diagram displays

the maximum in-cylinder pressure Pmax versus the crank angle at

which it occurs CAPmax for all the individual cycles of a given

operating point. It provides a direct observation of cyclic combus-

tion variations since mass-burning rate variations produce varia-

tions in CAPmax as well as change in level of Pmax. Matekunas

identified three zones in this diagram: a ‘‘linear’’ zone where a lin-

ear relation exists between Pmax and CAPmax, a ‘‘hook-back’’ zone

where Pmax changes remarkably while CAPmax does not and a ‘‘re-

turn’’ zone which corresponds to a low level in peak pressure

where the slope of mass-burning rate curve is less steep than the

volume-rate one.

Figure 7 reproduces this diagram for the two operating points.

The stab_ref operating point stands right in the ‘‘linear’’ zone of

the Matekunas diagram which also corresponds to fast combus-

tion. This indicates a low level of CCV for the stab_ref point for both

experiments and LES. The unst_dil point however, experiences cy-

cles in all three zones for both experiments and LES: the burning

rates and phasing of each cycle are very different from one cycle

to another due to the high CCV.

4.2. Estimation of CCV

The most commonly used variables as CCV indicators are the

coefficient of variation in maximum pressure and in IMEP

[1,3,46]. The IMEP represents the averaged pressure of a given cy-

cle. Heywood [1] reported serious drivability issues for COV (IMEP)

higher than 10%. Dec [46] estimated an acceptable limit, at which

the engine switches from stable to unstable, at 2% for PRF80 (a

mixture consisting of 80% iso-octane and 20% n-heptane).

This section addresses two questions: (1) is LES able to distin-

guish between a stable and an unstable operating point with a rea-

sonable number of cycles? (2) is LES able to predict values of the

CCV for each operating point while simulating 25 cycles for stab_ref

and 50 for unst_dil?

Figure 8 presents the COV (Pmax) against the COV (IMEP) for the

experiments and LES, taking into account only 25 cycles in one set

of statistics. Experimentally, for stab_ref the COV (IMEP) varies

from 0.5% to 0.9% and 4.6% to 9.1% for unst_dil. This means that

25 cycles are enough to identify stable or unstable cases. LES

provides the same conclusions: it leads to 0.5% of COV (IMEP) for

the single stab_ref set and to 6.1% and 9.6% for the two data sets

of unst_dil for which 50 cycles are available. These results are

coherent with the previously mentioned literature [1,46].

As seen in Figure 8, 25 cycles are not enough to get converged

statistics for unst_dil, since the values of COV (IMEP) and COV

(Pmax) are noticeably different for experimental (and LES) sets. To

determine howmany cycles would be needed to get converged sta-

tistics, the evolution of COV (Pmax) and COV (IMEP) is plotted in

Fig. 9 as a function of the number of cycles used for statistics. For

the experiments, both indicators can be used to determine whether

the point is stable or not as soon as more than 10 cycles are avail-

able. Moreover, both indicators indicate that after 25 cycles the

stab_ref point is near its final value of CCV. For unst_dil, around

70 cycles are needed to ensure proper convergence. LES seems to

reproduce the same rate of convergence than the experiments for

both operating points even if more cycles would be clearly needed

to conclude.

Figure 10 displays the cycle-by-cycle evolution in terms of com-

bustion duration for the two operating points: the CA2, CA50 and

CA90 extracted from the Burnt Mass Fraction (BMF) evolution cal-

culated with a 0D adiabatic combustion analysis tool [1] are pre-

sented for all the experimental and LES cycles. This combustion

analysis tool, assuming a constant heat capacity ratio, calculates

the BMF with the use of the in-cylinder pressure, species mass frac-

tion and volume. The same tool is used to process the experimental

and LES data to ensure a fair comparison. Differences between CAX

are used to calculate the duration of each characteristic phase of

combustion [1,3]:

� CA2-CAIGN: duration of combustion to burn a small but signif-

icant fraction of the cylinder mass.

� CA90-CA2: duration during which most of the charge is burnt.

� CA90-CAIGN: duration of the overall combustion process.

The CA50 is representative of the phasing of a cycle. Combus-

tion duration is around 100 CAD for unst_dil, whereas only 40°
Fig. 5. Evolution of the phase-averaged in-cylinder pressure for the two operating

points: comparison between experimental findings and LES.



are needed for stab_ref to burn the in-cylinder fuel. These 40° actu-

ally correspond to the CA2 for unst_dil where only a very limited

part of the charge has burned. LES predicts very well the CA2 but

slightly overestimates the CA50 and CA90 mean values. This longer

combustion process may seem inconsistent with the higher Pmax

observed in Fig. 7 in the LES. A couple of explanations can be drawn

to explain this issue: (1) fuel storage in crevices during the com-

pression stroke and release in the cylinder during the expansion

stroke and (2) compression of the elongated piston. This feature

was already noted (the actual compression ratio in the experi-

ments was different than the geometric one) in a previous

publication [22] while simulating the motored operating point.

After CA50, the flame interacts strongly with the walls making

the estimation of heat transfer of primary importance. However,

the calculation of the heat fluxes in the LES is most likely to be del-

icate since no precise temperature values are available from the

experiments. Setting up a specific strategy like coupling with a

code dedicated to heat transfer could solve this issue.

The magnitude of the coefficient of variation of each CA is also

well reproduced by LES: for stab_ref the coefficient of variation of

CA2 is around 5% and decreases at CA50 and CA90. For unst_dil

the CA2 value is also around 5% but the coefficient of variation of

Fig. 6. Evolution of the cylinder pressure for each operating point: comparison between experimental findings (left) and LES (right). The noted letters a to f show the crank

angles at which the chemiluminescence images shown in Section 4.3 are acquired.

Fig. 7. Maximum pressure against CAPmax for stab_ref (left) and unst_dil (right). The first 100 experimental cycles of the 200 cycles acquired for unst_dil are plotted for sake of

clarity.



each remaining CA is much higher: the variability is enhanced by

the very long combustion process. This suggests that the early

propagation is a key stage for stab_ref (which is coherent with

the findings reported in [23]) and for unst_dil.

To verify this observation, Fig. 11 shows that the correlation be-

tween the CA2 and CA90 is very similar for the two operating points.

For both experiments and LES the early propagation is the key ele-

ment to explain the burning rate of a given cycle. It means that the

increase in the coefficient of variation of the CAX for unst_dil is only

due to thedurationof the combustionprocess: since the combustion

is slow, each cycle has more time to drift away from other cycles.

4.3. Analysis of flame shapes

The flame position is characterized experimentally using

chemiluminescence and OH PLIF. Chemiluminescence is a line of

sight technique which allows a flame visualization integrated in

the chamber throughout the whole combustion process. OH PLIF

is used to visualize a 2D slice of the flame location, timing and

shape in a plane 8 mm below the spark plug.

Figures 12 and 13 display the flame propagation in the

experiments and in the LES of a chosen cycle for stab_ref

(the experimental and LES cycle present the same peak pressure

around 18 bars) and two cycles for unst_dil (a fast cycle and a

slow cycle identified in Fig. 6). Of course, comparing individual

cycles is difficult and Figs. 12 and 13 are used only to show

that, qualitatively, LES and experiments produce the same type

of flames. The exact shapes of the front cannot be compared.

For stab_ref (Fig. 12), the flame is fast and is first convected to-

ward the exhaust valves (located on the left of the pictures) by

the tumble motion in the cylinder. It consumes the rest of the

fuel on the left side before moving toward the right side of

the chamber. LES captures this movement with a slight delay

as already noticed in Fig. 5. For unst_dil (Fig. 13), the flow affects

more the flame growth: the initial kernel is convected far away

from the spark plug for the fast cycle and the flame is more

wrinkled by turbulence. For the slow cycle, the flame fails to

propagate early in the cylinder in both experiments and LES.

At ÿ20 CA, the slow cycle exhibits a flame front which is cut

in two by its interaction with the wall. The smaller pockets

quench, explaining the slow flame growth. This phenomenon

is discussed in Section 5.

Figures 14 and 15 show the flame presence probability obtained

by the OH PLIF diagnostic. Each experimental PLIF image is bina-

rized (0 in the fresh gases and 1 in the burnt gases) and averaged

over 25 cycles. The same procedure is applied to LES temperature

fields, where a threshold value of 1500 K is used to binarize the

flame presence. The thresholds used for experiments and LES are

not the same but additional tests have been conducted with differ-

ent thresholds and these values do not have a strong effect on the

results.

For stab_ref (Fig. 14), the expansion of the flame is quite regular

in time. The probability is much wider 20° after ignition than 10°

Fig. 8. Comparison of variation of the coefficient of variation of the maximum

pressure and IMEP for experimental and LES sets of 25 cycles.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the convergence of the coefficient of variation of the maximum pressure and IMEP for stab_ref (top) and unst_dil (bottom) between experiments and

LES.



after ignition but still localized on the left side of the combustion

chamber. LES reproduces the experimental behavior in terms of

shape, position and timing although LES experiences a slight delay

previously noticed.

For unst_dil (Fig. 15), the flame presence is less intense than for

stab_ref indicating more dispersion in flame position and shape.

LES and experimental maps are similar even if the kernel seems

to convect faster toward the exhaust valve in the LES than in the

experiments. A possible explanation is that the electrodes of the

spark plug can protect the initial kernel from the mean convective

flow and anchor the flame in the early times after ignition in the

experiments. This effect cannot be reproduced in the computations

since the electrodes are not represented in the LES geometry. In

addition, due to the position of the pent-roof, it is not possible to

visualize experimentally the flame in that region of the cylinder.

5. Discussion

The unstable operating point leads to some cycles where the

flame does not manage to burn all the fuel in the cylinder (6% of

unburnt fuel); this behavior is unwanted for the design of such an

engine since it cancausea severe increaseof thepollutant emissions.

Fig. 10. Cycle-by-cycle values of the CA2, CA50 and CA90 for the two operating points: -�- individual cycles and – mean value.

Fig. 11. Correlationbetween theCA2andCA90 for experiments and LES for the twooperatingpoints. R denotes the Pearson correlation coefficient assuming a linear dependance.



Fig. 12. Chemiluminescence of the flame development of one experimental (top) and LES (bottom, isosurface of heat release) cycle of stab_ref at ÿ15 CAD, ÿ10 CAD and

ÿ5 CAD (letters a, b and c of Fig. 6a, respectively). Intake (exhaust) valves are located on the right (left) of each picture, respectively.

Fig. 13. Chemiluminescence of the flame development of two experimental (top) and LES (bottom, isosurface of heat release) cycles of unst_dil at ÿ20 CAD, ÿ10 CAD and TDC

(letters d, e and f of Fig. 6c, respectively). Intake (exhaust) valves are located on the right (left) of each picture, respectively.



The focus is put in this section onhowLES canbeused to: (1) analyze

the events which lead to incomplete combustion in unst_dil and (2)

suggest a solution to avoid incomplete combustion cycles.

To do so, two LES cycles have been chosen: cycle 21 presents a

peak pressure near the phase-averaged pressure of unst_dil (16

bars); cycle 22 has a very low peak pressure (13 bars) and incom-

plete combustion occurs. Figure 16 shows a visualization of the

flame of cycle 21 and 22 of unst_dil at five crank angles. For cycle

21, 8 CA after ignition, the initial kernel splits into two flames at

the edge between the spark plug and the cylinder head:

� The first pocket is confined in the spark plug where it can

encounter a low turbulence level [23] which guarantees a slow

but safe propagation of the flame.

� The second pocket is carried in the cylinder by the flow where

the turbulence is much more intense.

This second pocket is not constrained near the wall and can

then propagate into the highly turbulent in-cylinder flow

(ÿ30 CAD). After its propagation and growth in the cylinder, it

merges with the first pocket which had enough time to burn all

the fuel in the spark plug region (ÿ20 CAD). Later this flame con-

sumes the fuel remaining on both sides of the cylinder (at TDC).

Fig. 14. Flame presence probability extracted from PLIF images for 25 experimental (top) cycles for stab_ref at ÿ10 CAD, ÿ6 CAD and TDC (left to right). The white dashed

lines represent the limit of the experimental window. Flame presence probability extracted from LES (bottom) are shown as well for 25 cycles. Spark ignition occurs at (x = 0,

y = 0) at ÿ20 CAD.

Fig. 15. Flame presence probability extracted from PLIF images for 25 cycles for unst_dil at ÿ26 CAD, ÿ18 CAD and ÿ10 CAD (left to right). The white dashed lines represent

the limit of the experimental window. Flame presence probability extracted from LES (bottom) are shown as well for 25 cycles. Spark ignition occurs at (x = 0, y = 0) at

ÿ50 CAD.



For cycle 22, the second pocket which propagates into the chamber

is really small (ÿ42 CAD) and quenches a few CA after the splitting

because it is too small and too close to walls. This quenching leads

to a very low in-cylinder pressure.

For the stab_ref point, the flame does not split and no quenching

phenomena take place. Note that, the reported propagation mech-

anisms for the two operating points for this specific engine cannot

be considered as a general criteria that distinguish stable and

unstable flame behavior in piston engines. To understand the dif-

ferences between the two operating points, a dimensionless num-

ber is mainly used in the literature: the Damköhler number, Da. It

compares the chemical sc and flow sf characteristic time scales (Eq.

(4)).

Da ¼
sf

sc
¼

lt
u0

� �

s0L
d
0
L

 !

ð4Þ

where lt is the integral length scale which is taken as hc/6 [47] with

hc the clearance height and u0 the large-scale velocity fluctuations

estimated by the formula of Colin et al. [16] which does not take

into account the dilatational part of the velocity. Here, d0L is esti-

mated by the Blint correlation [48] and s0L is recovered from the

chemical scheme. These four variables of interest are calculated at

ignition and TDC for both operating point in Table 5. The values

of the Damköhler and turbulent Reynolds ReT ¼ u0�lt
m

ÿ �

numbers

are also given for information. Even though the fields of u0 for both

operating points are similar, leading to comparable turbulence lev-

els, the laminar flame speed (thickness) is much larger (smaller) for

stab_ref than unst_dil.

The chemical time scale for unst_dil is larger than for stab_ref,

while the flow time scale remains similar: the unst_dil flame is

going to be more sensitive to turbulence than the stab_ref one.

Once the cycles which present incomplete combustion have

been isolated, additional LES computations can suggest possible

solutions to solve this issue. For the considered engine and

operating point, an easy and acceptable solution to burn all the fuel

trapped in the cylinder is to ignite 1mm lower in the chamber (by

using a longer spark for example).

Figure 17 shows the flame of the improved version of cycle 22.

The LES computation restarts 1 CA before igniting cycle 22 and the

local conditions remain identical. Moving the spark 1 mm lower in

the chamber has a direct effect on the flame propagation: a larger

part of the flame splits at the edge of the spark plug and cylinder

head (ÿ42 CAD). It propagates very fast in the chamber and is

not quenched. Thus, the maximum in-cylinder pressure reaches

20.4 bar and all the fuel in the cylinder is burnt.

6. Conclusion

This article presents a detailed comparison between Large-Eddy

Simulations (LES) and experiments of a stable (low cycle-to-cycle

variations (CCV)) and an unstable (high CCV) fired operating point

of a spark ignition engine. The experimental test rig setup of the

four-valve single-cylinder is tailored for LES validation. The LES

methodology used for this study ranges from the exhaust to the in-

take plenum to take into account naturally the acoustic in the

ducts and simplify the treatment of the boundary conditions. The

comparison includes pressure signals in the intake and exhaust

Fig. 16. Temperature field (white: T > 1400 K and black: T = 300 K) of cycle 21 (left) and 22 (right) for unst_dil at five crank angles.

Table 5

Variables of interest at ignition and TDC for both operating points.

Unity Ignition TDC

stab_ref unst_dil stab_ref unst_dil

lt (mm) 1.95 4.5 1.42

d
0
L

(lm) 56 590 37 105

u0 (m/s) 1 1 1.55 1.44

s0L (m/s) 1.58 0.2 1.96 0.49

Da (–) 310 3 400 30

ReT (-) 57 160 59 55



ducts, in-cylinder pressure, chemiluminescence and OH Planar La-

ser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF).

25 LES cycles of the stable and 50 cycles of the unstable operat-

ing point are presented in this study. The detailed comparison be-

tween LES results and experiments indicates that:

� LES is able to predict qualitatively and quantitatively the CCV of

real fired operating points

� LES is able to distinguish a stable point from an unstable one.

� LES mimics well the evolution of the flame in terms of shape,

position and timing (even if a slight delay is observed on most

cycles of the stable point).

LES has also been used to analyze and suggest a solution for

incomplete combustion which occurs for some cycles of the unsta-

ble point. For all cycles, the initial kernel splits into two flame

pockets at the corner of the spark plug and cylinder head around

10 crank angle degrees after ignition. For cycles with incomplete

combustion, this pocket which propagates in the cylinder

quenches later in the cycle. In that case, only the slow burning part

of the flame, which is in the spark plug cavity, remains to ensure

the flame propagation, leading to incomplete combustion. LES also

shows that this can be avoided by using a different spark location:

the same cycle was computed again with a spark plug lowered

1 mm in the chamber and lead to complete combustion. Even

though this exercise remains purely academical, it shows how

LES could be used in the near future to reduce CCV in engines.

These promising results and the observed capacity of the pre-

sented LES methodology to reproduce the experimental findings

rely strongly here on the correct prediction of aerodynamic varia-

tions [22], which were found to be the main sources of CCV [23].

However, this might not be sufficient for other engines where mix-

ture (in the case of Direct Injection configurations especially [12])

or temperature fluctuations might play a key role in the generation

of CCV. In particular, the current LES setup probably would not be

satisfactory in reproducing temperature variations since the wall’s

temperatures are considered homogeneous and constant during

the whole computation. An extension of the present methodology

is currently underway to improve that point coupling a heat con-

duction solver to the LES solver.
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